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First spectroscopic investigation of the 4 d transition metal
monocarbide MoC

Dale J. Brugh, Theodore J. Ronningen, and Michael D. Morse
Department of Chemistry, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

~Received 5 June 1998; accepted 7 August 1998!

The first optical spectroscopic investigation of MoC has revealed a complicated vibronic spectrum
consisting of about 35 bands between 17 700 and 24 000 cm21. Analysis has shown the ground state
to be theV501 spin–orbit component of a3S2 state that derives from a 10s211s25p42d2

configuration. TheX 3S01
2 rotational constant for98Mo12C was determined to beB050.553 640

60.000 055 cm21, giving r 051.687 71960.000 084 Å. Consideration of spin-uncoupling effects
in the X 3S2 state requires that this value be revised tor 051.6760 Å, which represents our best
estimate of the true Mo–C bond length. Spectroscopic constants were also extracted for six other
major isotopic modifications of MoC in this mass resolved experiment. All rotationally resolved
transitions were found to originate from the ground state and terminate in electronic states with
V51. An attempt is made to classify the observed transitions into band systems, to rationalize the
complexity of the spectrum, and to understand the bonding from a molecular orbital point of view.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01342-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In comparison to the available gas phase spectrosc
data for the 3d transition metal monocarbides, of which on
FeC,1–3 CoC,4,5 and NiC~Ref. 6! have been studied in deta
as isolated gas phase entities, the 4d carbides are becoming
well characterized group of molecules. The first of thed
monocarbides, YC,7 was also the first transition metal ca
bide to be investigated in a jet-cooled experiment. Ther
was found that YC possesses a4P i ground state deriving
from the 10s211s15p312s1 configuration. Spectra for the
next 4d monocarbide, ZrC, have been recorded, and a1S1

ground state has been determined.8 Simard and co-workers9

have collected optical spectra for the next carbide in li
NbC, and established its ground electronic state as2D r de-
riving from a 10s211s25p42d1 configuration. Clearly, one
of the interesting results of these studies has been the o
vation that it becomes more favorable to occupy the 2d or-
bital between YC and NbC.

Postponing discussion of MoC for the moment, TcC
the next 4d carbide, but no experimental work has yet be
reported for this diatomic. Considerably more is know
about RuC, the carbide to the right of TcC in the 4d series.
Two high temperature studies in the early 1970s provided
first spectroscopic data on RuC,10,11 but these investigation
produced molecules that were too hot to allow the grou
state electronic symmetry to be established. More rec
work conducted in this group12 has established the groun
state of RuC as1S1 deriving from the 10s211s25p42d4

configuration. It appears that the addition of three electr
on moving from NbC to RuC simply fills the 2d orbital. Next
in the 4d metal-carbide series is another well studied m
ecule, RhC.13 Its ground state has been established
10s211s25p42d412s1, 2S1. The 12s orbital is occupied
in RhC for the first time upon leaving YC. Finally, PdC h
recently been produced and interrogated,14 and the ground
7850021-9606/98/109(18)/7851/12/$15.00
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state has been established as possessingV50. The ground
electron configuration and term from which thisV value
arises is still uncertain at this writing. With the addition
the current work on MoC, the ground states of seven of
4d metal monocarbides are now well characterized by
phase optical spectroscopy, in contrast to just three for
3d carbides.

In the first reported work on gaseous MoC, Gupta a
Gingerich15 conducted a Knudsen effusion mass spectrom
ric study of the products obtained upon heating Mo in
graphite furnace. Employing molecular parameters estima
from the relevant oxide data available at the time and th
mass spectrometric equilibrium data, they determined
bond dissociation energy of MoC to be 4.95 eV using t
third law method. In a recentab initio study of MoC that
included relativistic corrections, Shim and Gingerich16 have
calculated the ground state of MoC to be 10s211s25p42d2,
3S2 with ve5997 cm21 and r e51.688 Å. As might be ex-
pected, these recently calculated molecular parameters d
from those used by Gupta and Gingerich in their origin
determination of the MoC bond strength because the bond
in the carbides is considerably different than in the oxid
the model for their original estimates. This has led Shim a
Gingerich to revise the experimental MoC bond strength
D0(MoC)55.0160.13 eV. Apart from these two studies
we are unaware of any other work on MoC, experimenta
theoretical.

In the following section we present a brief discussion
the experimental methods employed to record the spectr
MoC. Section III presents the spectroscopic results obtai
for MoC. Now that TcC, AgC, and CdC are the only 4d
transition metal carbides to receive no spectroscopic at
tion, it is possible to rationalize the bonding trends in thed
transition metal carbides, and this is accomplished in S
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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IV. Section V concludes the paper with a summary of o
most important results.

II. EXPERIMENT

A timely and brief description of the R2PI spectrome
and general experimental procedure can be found in the
lication detailing our recent investigation of FeC.3 Details
can also be found in a number of earlier publications.17,18

Only a brief sketch of the conditions relevant to this study
molybdenum monocarbide will be given here.

Laser ablation~Continuum Powerlite 8000 Nd:YAG
532 nm, 3 mJ/pulse! of a Mo target in the presence of met
ane in helium~3% CH4) followed by expansion into vacuum
through a 3 cmlong, 2 mm diam channel produced MoC
high yield. Backed by a gas reservoir pressure of 120 p
the ensuing supersonic expansion effectively cooled the c
tents of the molecular beam before it was skimmed and
lowed to enter the extraction region of a Wiley–McLar
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. There, R2PI spectrosc
was performed by sequentially exposing the molecular be
to the output of a pulsed tunable dye laser~Molectron DL-
222! pumped by the frequency tripled output of a Nd:YA
laser~Quantel Model 581-C! and subsequently to the outp
of an excimer laser~Lambda Physik, Compex 200! operating
on an ArF gas filled at 6.42 eV. For low resolution surv
scans at a resolution of about 0.6 cm21, approximately 5–8
mJ of energy was available per laser pulse. In order to
solve the rotational structure of individual bands of Mo
higher resolution radiation~0.04 cm21! was generated by th
insertion of an air spaced e´talon into a vacuum tight portion
of the oscillator cavity of the same dye laser. The laser
quency was then pressure tuned over a range of abou
cm21 with Freon-12 (CCl2F2, DuPont!. Approximately 1–2
mJ of this radiation was generally available for rotationa
resolved studies.

Calibration of the rotationally resolved scans was
complished by collecting the fluorescence of iodine fro
17 700 cm21to 20 000 cm21 and comparing this to the atla
of Gerstenkorn and Luc.19 Following a correction for the
error in this atlas20 and for the Doppler shift due to the ve
locity of the molecular beam relative to the excitation las
radiation, the measured rotational line positions are belie
to have an absolute accuracy of60.02 cm21. For calibration
of line positions to the blue of 19 450 cm21, isotopically pure
130Te was heated to either 510 °C or 650 °C to collect
absorption spectrum of the equilibrium concentration of T2

present in a sealed absorption cell. This spectrum was c
pared to the atlas of Cariou and Luc21 to obtain an absolute
frequency match. After a correction for the Doppler shift, t
reported line positions for these bands are again believe
be accurate to60.02 cm21.

Excited state lifetime data were collected by the tim
delay technique in which the delay between excitation a
ionization of the molecular species is systematically var
to map out the excited state population of that species
function of this delay. The exponential decay is then fit
one of several decay models to extract an excited s
lifetime.
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III. RESULTS

Because of its seven naturally occurring and abu
ant isotopes (92Mo, 14.84%;94Mo, 9.25%; 95Mo, 15.92%;
96Mo, 16.68%; 97Mo, 9.55%; 98Mo, 24.13%; 100Mo,
9.63%!,22 Mo containing species are difficult to study spe
troscopically unless it is possible to separate the spectrum
each isotope from that of the others. In an optical study,
can be done most reliably and reproducibly in a mass
solved R2PI experiment. Even with mass resolution, ho
ever, mass coincidences can occur that have the potenti
complicate the identification of the carrier of a spectru
especially when a molecule possesses several isotopic m
fications. No serious complications occurred in this stu
because careful calibration of the mass spectrometer allo
the mass of the carrier to be determined without ambigu
eliminating other possible candidates for the carrier of
observed spectra such as MoO and MoCH. Careful atten
was given to the mass spectrum during low resolution sur
scans for signs of any MoCH transition, which would ha
been most obvious in the gaps of the MoC mass patter
masses 105 amu and 111 amu. No enhancement was
observed; indeed, no transition was observed in any o
Mo containing hydrocarbon. Care was also taken to ens
that no contamination from MoO was present at the mas
of coincidence between MoC and MoO~108 amu, 110 amu
and 112 amu!, especially in the region of this study that wa
known from previous work to possess MoO transitions.23 No
transitions that could be ascribed to MoO were observ
however. It is quite certain that the bands reported in t
paper are exclusively due to the isotopes of MoC.

A. General features

The spectral region between 17 700 cm21 and 24 000
cm21 was found to consist of about 35 bands. Of these,
were sufficiently intense to be probed with rotational reso
tion, but four did not yield to analysis, and one addition
band could not be reliably calibrated. For none of the ro
tionally resolved bands was there any evidence of hyper
splitting or broadening of the rotational lines for the isotop
with nuclear spin,95Mo12C and97Mo12C.

In the fitting of each band, integer values ofJ were used
in the assignment of each line, and the first observed li
were alwaysR(0), Q(1), andP(2). This is indicative of an
V51←V50 transition, and it applied to every rotational
resolved band. This implies that the ground state posse
V50 and that a number of excited states withV51 exist.
For all rotationally resolved bands, satisfactory residuals
the fits of the line positions could only be obtained by t
inclusion of lambda doubling in theV51 upper state. Be-
cause each transition was found to terminate in anV51
electronic state and originate from anV50 state, the lambda
doubling energy is proportional toJ8(J811).24 With these
items in mind, the formulas used to fit the rotational lin
positions of each rotationally resolved band can be writ
succinctly following the standard conventions25,26 as

nP,R/Q5n01@B8J8~J811!2B9J9~J911!#

7 1
2q8J8~J811!, ~1!
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whereq8 is the upper state lambda doubling parameter. T
definition ofq8 assumes that the upper state is a3P1 level,25

as is suggested in Sec. IV D.
It can be established that only a singleV950 level is

present rather than anV9506 pair because the rotationa
lines were observed as single, undoubledR(J), Q(J), and
P(J) transitions. This observation further suggests that
ground state is aS state. The lower state rotational leve
must therefore possesse parity because the onlyV950
states that can be generated from the reasonable candi
for the ground state (1S1 and 3S2) are V501. Selection
rules dictate thate levels can connect only withe levels inP
andR branches, requiring the use of2 1

2q8J8(J811) in Eq.
~1!.26 Q-branch lines that originate from ane level must ter-
minate on anf level, requiring the use of1 1

2q8J8(J811) in
Eq. ~1!. Fits of measured line positions yielded values of t
parametersn0 , B8, B9, andq8 for each band. The fact tha
the lower level involved in each transition must possese
parity allows the branch labels to be written asPe(J),
Re(J), andQf e(J).

Extracting these four spectroscopic parameters for e
band, along with the excited state lifetime, was straightf
ward. A complete list of all line positions, fit residuals, an
the extracted spectroscopic constants determined in
study of MoC can be obtained from the Physics Auxilia
Publication Service~PAPS! of the American Institute of
Physics or from the author~M.D.M.!.27 Grouping the ob-
served transitions according to electronic state proved m
difficult. No regular and repeating band spacings that wo
indicate a progression were ever found. As an alterna
approach, an attempt was made to find patterns in the iso
shifts and rotational constants among all the rotationally
solved bands. If the isotope shifts for individual bands
plotted as a function of transition energy, the shifts for ban
belonging to a progression are expected to lie approxima
on a line for the first several vibrational levels as long as
anharmonicity is not too large. If vibrational levels with su
ficiently largev8 are observed, anharmonicity will cause t
isotope shifts to curve away from a straight line asv8 in-
creases. Moreover, the slope of the expected line in a re
that should be approximately linear can be calculated us
the known values of the reduced masses of the isotopom
and estimates ofve8 , ve8xe8 , ve9 , andve9xe9 . Often a figure
such as this, which displays measured isotope shifts a
function of transition energy on the same plot as lines
calculated isotope shifts for various vibrational assignme
is used to determine the absolute vibrational numbering
the bands in an identified progression. Here, the b
systems have not yet been found, and the plot is use
initially identify them. For MoC, this proved to be partiall
successful.

During data collection, care was taken to ensure that d
for 98Mo12C and 100Mo12C were as clean and complete
possible to provide a consistent set of isotope shifts for
bands of MoC. In retrospect, this choice was probably
the best because the expected shift for this pair of isoto
@n~100Mo12C!–n~98Mo12C!# is only on the order of210 cm21

for v8,12. Its use as an interpretive tool is therefore
verely compromised by any isotopically dependent pertur
is
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tions that may be present. Such perturbations can rea
cause the observed isotope shifts to deviate from the ca
lated shifts in an unknown manner, leading to a relativ
large change in a relatively small number. The larger
isotope shift, the less the relative effect of the perturbation
the isotope shift is made large enough, such as would be
case between98Mo12C and 98Mo13C, the perturbation be-
comes washed out in comparison to the shift, and the sh
become a more meaningful indicator of which bands belo
to which systems. The large isotope shifts observed u
substitution of13C for 12C undoubtedly played an importan
role in the identification of the band systems in NbC,9 and
the small shifts observed in this study of MoC have undou
edly contributed to the difficulty associated with groupin
bands into systems.

At any rate, isotopically enriched13CH4 was not avail-
able for these studies, and isotope shifts had to be glea
from the naturally abundant isotopes. Moreover, the s
between100Mo12C and98Mo12C had to be used if as man
bands as possible~17! were to be compared simultaneousl
For a given band system and any isotopic pair, the expe
slope of the line composed of measured isotope shifts~Dn!
as a function of transition frequency~n! can be readily cal-
culated from the expression for the vibrational term ener

G~v !5ve~v1 1
2!2vexe~v1 1

2!
2 ~2!

and the isotopic relationsve8(
100Mo12C)5rve8(

98Mo12C)
and ve8xe8(

100Mo12C)5r2ve8xe8(
98Mo12C),24 where r is de-

fined as the square root of the ratio of the reduced mas
98Mo12C to that of100Mo12C. The resultant expression givin
the expected slope betweenv852 andv850 is

~r21!Fve823~r11!ve8xe8

ve823ve8xe8
G . ~3!

If anharmonicity is ignored either because it is small in co
parison tove8 or because its value is not precisely known, t
expected slope reduces tor21. Anharmonicity will certainly
cause the slope to deviate from this value, but the value
r21 provides a useful starting point for the analysis. In t
case of100Mo12C and98Mo12C, the expected initial slope o
a plot of Dn vs n is 20.00109, if the isotope shift~Dn! is
defined asn~100Mo12C!–n~98Mo12C!. Though the fact that
shifts lie along such a line cannot prove that the bands
which they correspond belong to a progression, it at le
provides possibilities and supporting evidence, and her
allowed the tentative identification of three systems in Mo

B. The ground XV50 state

As has already been argued in Sec. III A, the lower st
of each rotationally resolved transition isV50 which most
likely derives from aS state. Furthermore, all the fitte
lower state rotational constants for any one isotope are v
similar, indicating that the state from which these transitio
originate is the same for each band. Because these ex
ments were carried out in a supersonically cooled molec
beam, it is virtually certain that thisV50 state is the ground
state of MoC. It would be shocking if it were not. To arriv
at the best estimate ofB9 for each isotope, a weighted ave
age of all the individually determinedB9 values from each
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fitted band was taken. All fitted values ofB9 were used in
each weighted average except for the values determined
the band near 21 241 cm21. These values were considere
suspect because the fitted free spectral range of the e´talon
used in the data calibration was quite different from th
determined for the same e´talon in nearby spectral regions
This likely occurred because there were few calibrated2
absorption lines available in this region for an absolute f
quency reference. Otherwise, all data were used.
weighted average values ofB0 for the XV50 state of MoC
for each isotope are provided in Table I along with the bo
lengths to which they convert and the number of bands u
to determine the value ofB0 . All the data suggest that th
ground state of MoC is sufficiently removed from oth
states such that it remains relatively unperturbed. Even w
severe perturbations prevented the fitting of a band with
~1!, it was possible to extract a value ofB9 quite close to
those in Table I via combination differences.24

TABLE I. MoC weighted average ground state rotational constants
bond lengths.a

Isotope B0 (cm21) r 0 ~Å!b Bands

92Mo12C 0.557 54~10! 1.687 79~15! 9
94Mo12C 0.556 164~59! 1.687 796~90! 12
95Mo12C 0.555 471~57! 1.687 839~86! 14
96Mo12C 0.554 820~60! 1.687 842~91! 16
97Mo12C 0.554 357~60! 1.687 576~92! 16
98Mo12C 0.553 640~55! 1.687 719~84! 17
100Mo12C 0.552 563~73! 1.687 50~11! 17

aThe 1s error limit in the last two decimal places is shown in parenthe
following each constant.

bThe bond lengths are calculated assuming that theB0 values are directly
related to the moment of inertia of the molecule. That is, no sp
uncoupling effects have been considered. These values most likely d
represent the true Mo–C bond length.
for

t

-
e

d
d

en
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Although bond lengths have been extracted for each
the isotopes of MoC, the rotational constants in Table I m
not be directly related to the moment of inertia of the m
ecule because of spin-uncoupling interactions with theV
51 component of the ground3S2 term. This possibility is
explored more deeply in Sec. IV. For now, it is sufficient
say that it must be kept in mind that the bond lengths
ported in Table I may require revision when theV51 com-
ponent of theX 3S2 state is experimentally characterize
and analyzed.

C. The †18.6‡V51—XV50 system

At approximately 18 612 cm21 is the origin of a three
member progression possessing an irregular vibrational s
ing. The initial assignment of the three bands at 18 6
cm21, 19 453 cm21, and 20 333 cm21 as the 0–0, 1–0, and
2–0 bands, respectively, of the same system was acc
plished with a plot of isotope shifts~Dn! vs transition fre-
quencies~n!. The slope of the best line through the data f
these three bands when the98Mo12C to 100Mo12C isotope
shift is used is nearly double that calculated from Eq.~3!, but
it is clear that the three data points lie on the same line
similar result is found when other isotopic pairs are us
Other evidence strongly suggests that these three band
long to the same system. The fact that the isotope shift
the first member of the progression is nearly ze
(20.050260.0023 cm21) is good evidence that the 18 61
cm21 band is an origin band. As mentioned, the isotope s
for the 19 453 cm21 band is larger than expected, but it is n
unreasonable for a 1–0 band. It is initially disturbing that t
measured excited state lifetime for the98Mo12C isotope of
the 19 453 cm21 band is 2.5ms while those of the band
assigned as 0–0 and 2–0 are on the order of 800 ns. In T
II, however, it can be found that the measured lifetime~660

d

s

-
ot
TABLE II. Spectroscopic constants determined for three isotopes of each band in identified band systems of MoC.

State v8–v9 Isotope n0 (cm21) Bv8 (cm21) t ~ms! Dn0 (cm21)a q8 (cm21)

@18.6#V51 0–0 97Mo12C 18 611.989 1~21! 0.503 95~33! 0.839~52! 10.036 5~24! 0.000 82~13!
98Mo12C 18 611.952 6~12! 0.503 822~97! 0.7210~50! ¯ 0.000 852~52!
100Mo12C 18 611.902 4~20! 0.502 66~16! ¯ 20.050 2~23! 0.000 736~86!

1–0 97Mo12C 19 454.080 7~27! 0.507 34~35! 0.659~36! 11.044 3~71! 20.009 00~15!
98Mo12C 19 453.036 4~65! 0.494 83~68! 2.54~22! ¯ 20.026 34~48!
100Mo12C 19 451.082 0~34! 0.516 31~48! ¯ 21.954 4~74! 20.002 46~24!

2–0 97Mo12C 20 335.006 4~26! 0.517 86~24! 1.17~14! 12.163 0~33! 20.012 41~12!
98Mo12C 20 332.843 4~21! 0.518 41~29! 0.897~19! ¯ 20.012 092~84!
100Mo12C 20 328.723 9~22! 0.521 97~55! ¯ 24.119 4~31! 20.011 25~16!

@20.7#V51 0–0 97Mo12C 20 700.266 7~20! 0.510 15~17! ¯ 10.579 9~29! 20.001 172~70!
98Mo12C 20 699.686 8~21! 0.509 82~17! 0.365~8! ¯ 20.000 996~76!
100Mo12C 20 698.554 7~22! 0.508 49~24! ¯ 21.132 1~30! 20.000 806~86!

1–0 97Mo12C 21 539.429 3~29! 0.503 55~32! ¯ 11.276 8~55! 20.001 19~16!
98Mo12C 21 538.152 4~47! 0.502 75~39! 0.259~8! ¯ 20.000 82~17!
100Mo12C 21 535.650 9~27! 0.502 45~29! ¯ 22.501 5~54! 20.001 54~16!

@22.5#V51 0–0 97Mo12C 22 521.145 0~39! 0.493 98~40! ¯ 10.778 6~48! 0.008 74~28!
98Mo12C 22 520.366 5~28! 0.495 54~31! 0.296~6! ¯ 0.009 16~16!
100Mo12C 22 519.122 0~21! 0.495 82~28! ¯ 21.244 4~35! 0.009 29~16!

1–0 97Mo12C 23 324.694 6~17! 0.484 43~17! ¯ 11.132 3~37! 20.006 576~78!
98Mo12C 23 323.562 3~33! 0.483 42~37! 0.437~19! ¯ 20.007 14~19!
100Mo12C 23 321.368 4~40! 0.481 76~47! ¯ 22.194 0~52! 20.009 46~20!

aThe isotope shift is reported as the band origin of the isotopic modification relative to that of98Mo12C: n0~
iMo12C!–n0~

98Mo12C!.
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ns! for the 97Mo12C isotope of the 19 453 cm21 band is con-
siderably different than that for the98Mo12C isotope. This
value is much closer to the lifetimes measured for the ot
bands in this progression. Clearly, the98Mo12C isotope is
perturbed in some way. The lambda doubling parame
also indicate that something is amiss with the98Mo12C iso-
tope. If it is assumed that the98Mo12C isotope of the 19 453
cm21 band is perturbed one must compare theBv8 values of
other isotopes to determine if the expectedBv8 trend is ob-
served. For none of the isotopes do theBv8 values exhibit the
steady decrease withv8 that is expected. On the contrary,
steady increase withv8 is observed for 97Mo12C and
100Mo12C, implying an unphysical negative value forae .
Despite this inconsistency in the measuredBv8 values, the
pattern of isotope shifts and the measured lifetimes seem
confirm that these transitions terminate in the same exc
electronic state. The intensities of the bands as observe
low resolution spectra are consistent with the Franc
Condon pattern expected in a transition in which the bo
length changes only moderately upon excitation. The si
larity of the measured values ofq8 and their patterned de
crease asv8 increases for all the isotopes, except98Mo12C, is
also supportive of their assignment as 0–0, 1–0, and
bands of a single progression.

The irregular spacing of the bands precludes the de
mination of meaningful values ofve8 and ve8xe8 , but the
numbers can readily be calculated to beve85802.4 cm21 and
ve8xe85219.4 cm21. No error limits are associated wit
these values because three band origins uniquely deter
ve8 and ve8xe8 . Assuming that the upper states are not p
turbed in such a way as to make theB-values unrelated to the
moment of inertia, the decrease in the upper state rotati
constants relative to those of the ground state indicate
slight increase in bond length upon excitation. The rotati
ally resolved spectrum of the 2–0 band of this progressio
shown in Fig. 1, and there it can be seen that theQf e branch
fans out to lower energy as is expected if theB-value de-
creases upon excitation. TheRe branch is approaching

FIG. 1. Rotationally resolved spectrum of the98Mo 12C @18.6#V51←XV
501 2–0 band. The rotational structure obtained upon exciting thev852
level of the@18.6#V51 state from thev950 level of the ground state o
98Mo 12C at an excitation laser resolution of 0.04 cm21 is shown with the
branch labels and theJ numbering of each line. TheQf e branch fans out to
lower energy and no abrupt band head is observed, indicating a sligh
crease in bond length upon excitation. The small gap between theRe and
Qf e branches indicates anV51←0 transition.
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band head, but it does not reach it before the intensity of
lines drops to zero.

D. The remaining possible band systems

The assignment of bands to a progression when there
only two members is tentative at best, especially when us
the technique that was used in assignment of the@18.6#V
51←XV50 system. After all, any two points describe
perfect line. A greater reliance must be made on the ac
measured slope of the line intersecting the~n,Dn! data points
for the bands in question. With these caveats in mind
second likely system is that defined by the bands loca
near 20 700 cm21 and 21 538 cm21. The slope of the line
through these~n,Dn! data points is20.001 63, a number
which is as close to the expected value of20.001 09 as
could be obtained. The upper state rotational constants
crease from the lower energy band to the higher as expec
and the lifetimes of the two upper states are similar, 365
and 259 ns, respectively. These two bands yieldDG1/28
5838.4760.51 cm21, a reasonable value for an electron
cally excited transition metal carbide.

Also lending support to this assignment is the fact th
the first of these bands is nearly twice as intense as the
ond. Based on the total lack of bands 9006200 cm21 to the
red of the 20 700 cm21 band, there seem to be no prio
members of this progression. It then seems reasonabl
assign these bands as the 0–0 and 1–0 bands of
@20.7#V51 system. The isotope shifts are certainly larg
than would be expected for 0–0 and 1–0 bands, but, t
again, only one band in the entire spectral region covere
this study, the 18 611 cm21 band, possesses an isotope sh
of the magnitude expected for a 0–0 band. It seems un
sonable to think that the entire spectrum of MoC that h
been observed would contain just a single origin band; the
fore, it is necessary to accept the idea that origin bands h
isotope shifts larger than expected~near 1 cm21! in this mol-
ecule. Data for three isotopes of each band in this system
tabulated in Table II.

The third possible band system consists of two ba
located near 22 520 cm21 and 23 323 cm21. The slope of the
line through the~n,Dn! data points for these two band
~20.001 18! is quite close to the expected value
20.001 09. A value ofDG1/28 5803.195860.0043 cm21 can
be extracted from these two bands, a value which is, ag
reasonable for an electronically excited transition metal c
bide. The lifetimes are similar and the rotational consta
decrease as expected from the lower energy band to
higher energy band. The intensity pattern in the low reso
tion survey scan is again as expected with the first band m
intense than the second. Also as before, there is nothing
cm21 to the red of the 22 520 cm21 band to suggest that it is
anything but an origin band, despite the fact that its isoto
shift is over 1 cm21. This band is therefore assigned as t
0–0 band of the@22.5#V51 system, and the 23 323 cm21

band as the 1–0. Data for this system are also listed in Ta
II. The rotationally resolved spectra for bands in both
these tentatively assigned band systems appear very sim
to that shown in Fig. 1.
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E. Unassigned resolved bands

The three band systems discussed above accoun
only seven of the observed bands. This leaves 13 rotation
resolved and analyzed bands unclassified by electronic
as well as four bands that could not be fully analyzed
cause of extensive perturbations. The analyzed bands
cannot be classified share some general features in com
All have upper states withV51, an exasperating fact tha
contributes substantially to the difficulty in classification.
addition, they all possess isotope shi
@n0(100Mo12C!–n0~

98Mo12C)# that are, on average, betwee
21.5 and22.0 cm21. The lifetimes are generally less than
ms except for a few bands whose lifetime are quite long.
instance, the upper states of the bands near 20 736 cm21 and
20 390 cm21 have lifetimes of 2.14ms and 5.5ms, respec-
tively. As with the bands assigned to systems, the unassig
bands all display a decrease inB-value upon excitation. Fo
some this change is moderate, but for a few it is fairly d
matic. The band located near 20 395 cm21, for instance, dis-
plays a decrease inB-value that converts to a bond leng
increase of 0.18 Å. Most often the change is less than 0.1
Of course, this assumes that the fittedB-values are directly
related to the moment of inertia and that they are not s
ously distorted by the perturbations that are appare
present throughout the spectrum of MoC.

In addition to the three band systems tentatively ide
fied in Table II, at least two more excited states must
present. One of these possesses a long lifetime and h
bond length considerably longer than that of the grou
state. The others have bond lengths that are more nearly
same as the ground state and shorter lifetimes. Undoubt
there are strong interactions between the excitedV51 states
in this region, leading to a scrambled vibronic spectrum t
is not readily organized into band systems. Spectrosco
data for the98Mo12C isotope of each of the unclassified b
analyzed bands are listed in Table III, and data for the
maining isotopes are available from the Physics Auxilia
Publication Service~PAPS! ~Ref. 27! or from the author
~M.D.M.! upon request. The PAPS tables also include
line positions gathered at high resolution for bands that w
not found to fit well because of perturbations.

TABLE III. Spectroscopic constantsa of unclassified MoC bands.

n0 (cm21) B8 (cm21) t ~ms! Dn0 (cm21)b

20 094.437 9~11! 0.515 82~11! 0.313~30! 21.537 7~16!
20 332.843 4~21! 0.518 41~29! 0.897~19! 24.119 4~31!
20 390.020 9~36! 0.454 06~45! 5.50~50! 24.875 3~51!
20 736.405 7~44! 0.508 48~51! 2.140~10! 20.890 0~85!
20 901.682 9~19! 0.506 79~18! 0.296~13! 21.066 3~27!
21 596.401 0~36! 0.472 42~42! 0.623~20! 20.784 7~63!
22 066.552 0~15! 0.504 79~15! 0.526 0~90! 21.574 7~20!
22 187.243 6~27! 0.506 75~30! 0.233 0~80! 21.923 1~45!
22 338.281~10! 0.492 0~28! 0.554 0~60! 21.983~10!
22 319.114 4~34! 0.496 48~45! 0.356 0~10! 20.751 6~41!
22 844.520 0~21! 0.507 34~24! 0.202 0~50! 22.182 1~34!

aThe 1s error limits for each parameter in the last two decimal places
shown in parentheses.

bThe isotope shift is reported as the band origin of the100Mo12C species
relative to that of the98Mo12C species.
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F. Evidence of an excited V50 state

From anV50 ground state, onlyV50 and 1 excited
states can be observed. As reported above, numerousV51
states were spectroscopically accessed in the region pro
but noV50←V50 transitions were found. Though noV
50←0 transition was observed, there is evidence that
V50 state exists near 21 400 cm21. Its presence is mani
fested through its effect on the line positions of a nearbyV
51←0 transition that was rotationally resolved.

The rotationally resolved spectrum of the 21 390 cm21

band of98Mo12C appeared normal at first, but an attempt
fit the line positions to Eq.~1! led to unacceptably large
residuals and to a ground state rotational constant that
considerably different than expected. When, instead, com
nation differences were taken between lines that terminate
the same upper state rotational level, the value ofB9 for this
band was determined to be 0.553 6460.000 42 cm21. This
value is numerically equal to the weighted average value
B9 for 98Mo12C that is tabulated in Table I. This is goo
evidence that this band originates from the ground state
MoC and that whatever perturbation is causing the poor fi
Eq. ~1! can be entirely attributed to the upper state. Furt
insight into this band can be gained by plotting the te
energies of the upper statee and f rotational levels,Fe(J)
and F f(J), as a function ofJ(J11). Because the lambd
doubling energy and the rotational energy for anV51 state
are proportional toJ(J11), these term energies ought to l
along lines with different slopes. Such a plot is shown in F
2. The term energies have been plotted about the average
between the two sets of term energies to allow the diff
ences between them to be better discerned. It can be se
Fig. 2 that theF f term energies, shown in closed squares
the top of the figure, follow a straight line as expected fro
Eq. ~1!. The Fe term energies, however, deviate from
straight line, and it is now clear why the line positions co
lected to form Fig. 2 would not fit well to Eq.~1!.

What is striking about Fig. 2 is that only the upper sta
e levels seem to be affected. For this to happen, the e

s
FIG. 2. Term energies of thee and f levels of the98Mo 12C 21 390 cm21

band. The term energiesFe20.457 87@J8(J811)#2213 89.724 5 andF f

20.457 87@J8(J811)#221 389.724 5 are shown. The upper set of da
points shown as closed squares are theF f levels. These are linear as
function ofJ8(J811). The lower set of data points shown as closed circ
are theFe levels. These deviate from a straight line severely asJ increases,
indicating a perturbation by anV501 state that lies below 21 390 cm21.
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tronic state causing the perturbation must contain onlye par-
ity levels. This can only be true ofV501 states. Further-
more, because thee levels are seen to deviate in a positi
direction from the expected line, it can be deduced that
perturbingV501 state lies below the rotationally resolve
V51 state at 21 400 cm21.

The data in Fig. 2 can be used to determine spec
scopic parameters for this band. Because thef levels in the
upper state appear to be unperturbed, it is possible to ex
a value ofn0 from the y-intercept of the line defining thef
level term energies. This value is 21 389.72
60.0030 cm21, with the slope of the line being 0.485 9
60.000 13 cm21. This slope corresponds to the value
B81 1

2q8. Because the perturbation affecting thee levels de-
pends uponJ, the magnitude of the perturbation must be ze
in the nonrotating molecule. This means that atJ50, both
term energies must coincide atn0 . If it is assumed that the
first two data points defining theFe line in Fig. 2 are rela-
tively unperturbed, these two data points, along with they-
intercept that was previously determined, can be used to
tract an unperturbedFe line. This line intersects they-axis at
the same location as theF f line and has a slope o
0.429 7760.000 79 cm21. This is the value ofB82 1

2q8. The
average of the two slopes yields an unperturbed value foB8
of 0.457 8760.000 80 cm21, and the difference between th
two slopes yields a value for the lambda doubling param
of q850.056 2160.000 80 cm21. Of course, this assume
that the first two data points of theFe line are unperturbed
Because these two data points can visually be seen to
nearly extrapolate to they-intercept determined by a fit of th
F f levels, this is a reasonably good assumption. At any r
this procedure yields a better estimate of the spectrosc
parameters for this band than could be provided by an
tempt to fit the line positions to Eq.~1!.

G. Other perturbed bands

Plots similar to that in Fig. 2 can be made for the oth
bands that were found to not fit well in Eq.~1!. These bands
found near 20 870 cm21, 22 120 cm21, and 23 090 cm21,
have both thee andf levels perturbed, however. As such, it
impossible to extract reliable unperturbed estimates of
spectroscopic constants for these bands. Combination di
ences calculated for the 20 870 cm21 and 22 120 cm21 bands
yielded values ofB9 reasonably close to the weighted ave
age values tabulated in Table I, indicating that they too m
likely originate from the ground state of MoC. Combinatio
differences for the 23 090 cm21 band, however, gave a con
siderably different value forB9, about 0.533 cm21. This
could be simply a result of the data obtained for this parti
lar band being of substantially poorer quality than for t
other bands in this investigation.

H. Ionization energy

Sievers, Chen, and Armentrout have recently determi
the dissociation energy of MoC1 to be 4.3160.20 eV.28 Us-
ing this number along with the recently revised value for
dissociation energy of MoC (5.0160.13 eV) ~Ref. 16! and
the known ionization energy~IE! of atomic Mo ~7.092 43
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eV!,29 the ionization energy of MoC can be calculated to
7.7960.24 eV. An attempt was made to determine the IE
MoC more precisely by scanning the previously survey
spectral region while employing for photoionization an ex
mer laser operating on a KrF gas fill to provide a 5.00
photoionization source. When the spectral region was or
nally scanned using 6.42 eV excimer radiation for photoio
ization ~ArF gas fill!, the bands located at 18 611.9526 cm21

and 23 323.5623 cm21 were determined to be the lowest an
highest energy bands, respectively, that could be confirm
as originating from the vibrationless level of the ground st
of MoC. A survey scan utilizing 5.00 eV radiation for photo
ionization would have allowed the IE to be measured with
more than a60.06 eV uncertainty if the IE fell in the rang
7.31–7.89 eV and if no other complications were prese
This determination was not possible, however, because
MoC1 ion signal produced when KrF radiation was used
photoionization could not be attenuated sufficiently to co
duct an R2PI experiment. In fact, as the ionization laser w
attenuated, the Mo1 signal decreased more rapidly than t
molecular ion signal until no comparison was possible
cause the Mo1 signal was no longer detectable and t
MoC1 signal continued to nearly saturate the detector. B
cause MoC cannot be one-photon ionized at a photon en
of 5.00 eV and because atomic Mo must be nonresona
ionized by two 5.00 eV photons,29,30 the only reasonable
explanation for the intense MoC1 signal observed using KrF
radiation is that the MoC molecule has a strong absorp
that is excited at this wavelength and that absorption o
second photon then leads to an efficient ionization proc
Nevertheless, an upper bound of 8.73 eV for IE~MoC! can be
extracted from the data collected in this study. This is co
sistent with the value of 7.7960.24 eV determined primarily
using thermochemical data, but it does not represent an
provement in its precision.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Expected trends from MF to MO to MN to MC

Through the careful work of dedicated spectroscopis
the electronic structure of many of the transition metal mo
oxides is now well characterized.31 The insight into the
bonding of these species that has been gained through
work has led to a natural tendency to apply the bond
models developed for the metal–oxygen bond to less stu
systems, such as the transition metal carbides, nitrides,
fluorides. In order for the metal oxide paradigm to be direc
applicable to the carbide, nitride, or fluoride of any one tra
sition metal atom, the valence 2s and 2p orbitals need to be
at nearly the same energy in C, N, O, and F. This is not tr
however, as a quick perusal of the relevant atomic ene
levels and ionization energies will indicate.30 This conclu-
sion can be illustrated more dramatically by plotting the c
culated energies of the 2s and 2p orbitals for the 2s22pn

configuration for the second row atoms B, C, N, O, and
These energies, calculated using the Hartree–Fock prog
supplied by Charlotte Froese Fischer,32 are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen, both the 2s and 2p orbital energies drop
considerably from B to C to N to O to F, but it is the 2s
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orbital that undergoes the most dramatic drop. This w
known behavior is due to the increase in nuclear charge
one moves across the series, and the effect is greater fo
2s orbital because the added 2p electrons do not effectively
shield the 2s electrons from the added nuclear charge. B
cause these different ligand atoms have substantially dif
ent valence orbital energies, significant changes in the e
tronic structure can be expected as the oxygen ligand ato
replaced with N, C, or F. The metal oxides may, therefo
provide a misleading model for the carbides, the focus of
work.

Similar Hartree–Fock calculations carried out for thed
transition metal series to obtain the 4d and 5s orbital ener-
gies show that these orbitals lie between roughly24 eV and
214 eV. Consequently, the drop in valence orbital energ
shown in Fig. 3 for the ligand atoms causes thend and (n
11)s valence orbitals of the transition metals to lie mu
closer in energy to the carbon valence orbitals than to
fluorine valence orbitals. As a consequence, the bonding
bitals in the transition metal fluorides tend to be localiz
primarily on the fluorine atoms while the antibonding orb
als are localized more on the metal atoms. For the m
fluorides, little M–F orbital mixing is expected, and the m
lecular orbitals are expected to lie very close in energy
their corresponding atomic orbitals in the separated ato
As a result, it is expected that a grouping of the molecu
orbitals into two classes will occur:~1! weakly bonding and
closely spaced ligand-based orbitals that lie low in ene
and ~2! weakly antibonding or nonbonding and close
spaced metal-based orbitals that are generally much high
energy. Most of the bonding interaction in the fluorides
expected to arise from the transfer of metal electrons into
of the ligand-based orbitals, leading to bonding that can b
be described as ionic. The inherently closely spaced me
based orbitals then favor high multiplicity ground states
which the electrons are placed in different orbitals to mi
mize electron–electron repulsions and maximize excha
stabilization. Because of the wide separation between

FIG. 3. 2p and 2s orbital energies of B, C, N, O, and F. The calculat
Hartree–Fock energies of the 2s and 2p orbitals are shown for the 2s22pn

configuration across the 2p series from boron to fluorine. The 2p orbital
energies are shown with closed circles on the upper line, and the 2s orbital
energies are shown with the closed triangles on the lower line. Both or
energies drop as the nuclear charge increases, but the 2s orbital drops more
rapidly because it is not well shielded from the added nuclear charge by
additional 2p electrons.
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bonding and antibonding orbitals in the transition metal flu
rides, the higher energy spectroscopic transitions observe
the metal fluorides can be classified as charge transfer t
sitions in which an electron in a ligand centered orbital
moved to a metal centered orbital.

The increasingly better energetic match between the
lence orbitals of the ligand atom with those of the transiti
metal on moving from F to O to N to C is expected to le
progressively to molecular orbitals that can be considere
share electrons more equally between the two atomic cen
The molecular orbitals of the transition metal carbides
therefore expected to be displaced further in energy fr
their atomic progenitors due to the greater interaction
tween the energetically well-matched atomic orbitals, a
they are not expected to remain so closely spaced as in
fluorides. It is therefore less tenable to categorize the m
lecular orbitals into the two groups mentioned above and
as straightforward to identify the orbitals as ligand based
metal based in the carbides. As a consequence, these
ecules are better characterized as covalent than as ionic

From these differences in orbital structure, it is reaso
able to expect that high multiplicity ground states will b
more strongly favored for MF, MO, and MN species than f
MC molecules. Based on the available experimental and
oretical studies, this expectation is borne out well. Of t
eleven transition metal carbides that have been experim
tally investigated@FeC (3D i),

1 CoC (2S1),4,5 NiC (1S1),6

YC (4P i),
7 ZrC(1S1),8 NbC (2D r),

9 MoC (3S2), RuC
(1S1),12 RhC (2S1),13 PdC (1S1, 3P, or possibly3S2),14

IrC (2D i),
33,34and PtC (1S1) ~Refs. 35, 36!#, only YC has a

ground state multiplicity greater than 3. In contrast, num
ous oxides possess ground states with multiplicities gre
than 3. For example, VO (4S2),31 CrO (5P r),

31 MnO
(6S1),31 FeO (5D i),

31 CoO (4D i),
31 NbO (4S2),37 and

MoO (5P r),
23 and possibly others, possess high multiplic

ground states. Particularly demonstrative of this tendency
the sets of isoelectronic molecules MnF (7S1),38 FeO
(5D),31 and NiC (1S1) ~Ref. 6! as well as CrF (6S1),39–41

MnO (6S1),31 FeN (2D),42 and CoC (2S1).4,5

B. Expected trends from YC to AgC

In the previous section, it was made clear that chang
the ligand atom attached to any single transition metal fr
F to O to N to C to B is expected to change the nature of
bonding in the molecule considerably. For a given liga
atom, changing the metal atom has consequences as
The added nuclear charge on moving across the 4d transition
metal series causes all atomic orbitals to drop in energy
this case, however, it is the 4d orbitals that drop more rap
idly than the 5s because the 5s orbital has a greater spatia
extent than the 4d, and the addedd electrons are effective in
shielding thes electrons for this reason. This trend for the 4d
series is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the 4d and 5s
Hartree–Fock32 orbital energies for the 4dn5s1 configuration
of the neutral metals have been plotted. The primary con
quence of this trend across the 4d transition metal series is
that all the molecular orbitals with a large amount of 4d
character~2d, 6p, and 13s! are expected to drop in energ
relative to the 12s orbital, which is primarily 5s in character,
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as one moves left to right across the 4d series. Figure 4
suggests that in the early transition metal carbides, suc
YC, all of these 4d-based orbitals will lie above the 12s
orbital, but as one moves to the right, this will no longer
the correct ordering.

The first of the 4d-based orbitals to drop below the 12s
orbital is the 2d orbital, which is nonbonding in characte
Thus, it is found that the 12s orbital is occupied and the 2d
orbitals are empty in the ground 10s211s15p312s1, 4P i

state of YC, clearly placing the 2d orbital above the 12s
orbital. By the time NbC is reached, however, this situat
is reversed, and the 2d orbital is occupied while the 12s
orbital is empty in the 10s211s25p42d1, 2D r ground state.
Between YC and NbC the energy ordering of the 12s and 2d
orbitals is reversed, a result that is a direct consequenc
the orbital energy trends depicted in Fig. 4 for the isola
metal atoms.

C. The X 3S2
„01

… ground state of MoC

Now that the trends expected as the ligand atom
changed and as the metal atom is changed have been
cussed, it is possible to understand the ground state e
tronic structure of MoC. In Fig. 5 is shown a molecular o
bital diagram that will prove useful in determining th
ground state orbital configuration of MoC. The character
the 10s orbital is mainly C 2s while the 11s and 5p orbitals
are strongly bonding combinations of the metal cente
4ds and 4dp orbitals with the carbon 2ps and 2pp orbit-
als, respectively. The energetic ordering of the 11s and 5p
orbitals is chosen to be consistent with the ordering s
gested by the calculations of Shim and Gingerich.16 The 13s
and 6p molecular orbitals are the antibonding counterparts
the bonding 11s and 5p orbitals. The 2d orbital is almost
purely metal 4dd in character. The 12s orbital is most likely
nonbonding in character and composed mainly of the m
5s orbital, as is demonstrated from the hyperfine splittin
analyzed in the RuC molecule.12

FIG. 4. 5s and 4d orbital energies across the 4d transition metal series. The
calculated Hartree–Fock energies of the 5s and 4d orbitals of the 4d tran-
sition metals in the 5s14dn11 configuration are shown. The 5s orbital en-
ergies are shown along the line connecting the closed circles, and thd
energies are shown along the line connecting the closed triangles. Ths
orbital first drops and then raises slightly in energy as the nuclear char
increased because it is well shielded from the added nuclear charge b
additional 4d electrons, which are more spatially compact than the 5s or-
bital.
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All rotationally resolved bands observed in this study
MoC fit asV51←0 transitions. It was necessary to includ
lambda doubling to achieve satisfactory fits, but all lin
were simply undoubledP(J), R(J), andQ(J) lines. These
facts, taken together, imply that the ground state of M
must be a singleV50 state rather than anV506 pair such
as might result from a3P state. This further implies that th
ground state must be aS state. If the 10 valence electrons o
MoC are placed into the molecular orbitals in Fig. 5, the fin
two electrons can be placed in a number of locations. F
the two electrons can be placed in the 2d orbitals such that
they are high spin coupled to yield a3S2(01) ground state.
The1S1(01) term arising from this 2d2 configuration is not
expected to emerge as the ground state because of unf
able exchange interactions. If the ordering of the 12s and 2d
orbitals were reversed, a possible ground state of1S1(01)
could arise from a 12s2 configuration. If these two molecu
lar orbitals were sufficiently close in energy, a3D ground
state would be likely, but it has already been established
the ground state must be aS state. Establishing the groun
state of MoC is now reduced to an informed choice betwe
the 2d2, 3S2(01) and the 12s2, 1S1(01) possibilities.

Recentab initio calculations on MoC and experiment
results for the surrounding 4d transition metal carbides ca
assist in making this choice. As has been mentioned,
ground state of YC is4P, 10s211s15p312s1. The last oc-
cupied molecular orbital is the 12s orbital. The 12s orbital
lies below the 2d in this case, a situation analogous to t
fact that the 5s orbital of Y lies below the 4d orbitals. As
this paper goes to press, ZrC is undergoing spectrosc
scrutiny in the laboratory of Professor A. J. Merer.8 There
are several possibilities for the ground state. If the bond
interaction between the metal and carbon atoms beco

4
5
is

the

FIG. 5. Qualitative molecular orbital diagram for MoC. The 10s orbital is
mainly a carbon 2s orbital. The 11s and 5p orbitals are bonding combina
tions formed from the molybdenum 4ds and 4dp orbitals with the carbon
2ps and 2pp orbitals, and the 13s and 6p orbitals are the corresponding
antibonding combinations. The 2d orbital is a nonbonding orbital formed
from the molybdenum 4dd orbitals. Finally, the 12s orbital is largely non-
bonding in character and composed mainly of the 5s character on molyb-
denum. The orbital occupations for the3S2 ground state are illustrated here
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great enough at Zr, ZrC may be forced into t
10s211s25p4, 1S1 ground term. On the other hand, if th
bonding interaction does not change much on moving fr
YC to ZrC, and the 11s orbital remains only poorly bonding
two other possibilities are a 10s211s15p412s1, 3S1

ground state that might emerge if the 12s orbital lies lower
than the 2d orbital and a 10s211s15p42d1, 3D r ground
state that may emerge if the 12s and 2d orbitals lie in the
order 2d,12s. The spectra support the1S1 ground state at
this point.

At NbC the ground state is2D r , 10s211s25p42d1. At
this point the metal 4d orbitals lie below the 5s orbital,
allowing the2D term to arise as the ground state rather th
the 2S1 term. Figure 4 illustrates that the energy of the 4d
orbitals continues to drop across the series. Because of
it seems likely that once the 2d orbital has been filled with a
single electron in NbC it will continue to be filled upo
moving to MoC. It is not reasonable to expect that the 1s
orbital should be doubly occupied at MoC when the 4d or-
bitals have dropped so far below the 5s in energy. This
makes it almost certain that the ground state of MoC is3S2.
In support of this claim is the recentab initio relativistic
CASSCF calculation by Shim and Gingerich16 that shows the
3S2 term to be the ground state by approximately 45
cm21.

Now that the ground state of MoC has been determin
it is possible to extend the trend to comment on a carb
that, understandably, is not likely to be studied in the n
future: TcC. There are two possible ground states for
molecule. The first is2D i deriving from the 2d3 configura-
tion, and the second is a higher spin4S2, 2d212s1 possi-
bility. If the 4d orbitals drop sufficiently between Mo and T
to allow TcC to recoup the loss of exchange energy and
pay the price of additional electron–electron repulsion,
2D term will emerge as the ground state. Otherwise, the h
multiplicity 4S2 term will be the ground state.

The trend can be continued to other 4d transition metal
carbides for which the ground state is known. After Tc
comes RuC with a ground state of1S1, 2d4. At RuC, the 4d
orbitals, and consequently the 2d molecular orbitals, have
dropped sufficiently in energy that the added electro
electron repulsion occurring in the 2d4, 1S1 state as com-
pared to the 2d312s1, 3D i state can be entirely recoupe
Rhodium carbide13 continues the trend by beginning the pr
cess of filling the 12s orbital. Its ground state is2S1,
2d412s1. The ground state of PdC~Ref. 14! is V501, but
it is unknown at this point if this results from a 12s2, 1S1

state, as would first be thought, from a 2d412s16p1, 3P0

state, or a 2d46p2, 3S2 state that might be favored becau
of the unusual stability of the Pd 4d105s0 ground state
configuration.30 This latter possibility would imply that at Pd
both the 2d and the 6p orbitals have dropped below the 12s
orbital in energy. Such a possibility is not unreasonable
cause the increase in bond length from RhC to PdC is ab
0.1 Å.14 This increase is more than expected from experie
with the other transition metal carbides, and it suggests
the nominally antibonding 6p orbital may be occupied in
PdC.

The rotationally resolved bands investigated here yiel
n

is,

0

d,
e
r

is

to
e
h

–

-
ut
e
at

d

a set of lower state rotational constants, either by a direc
to Eq.~1! or by combination differences, that appeared to
statistically the same. Because of this, it has been argued
all of the observed transitions originate from the same low
state and that any low-lying excited states lie far in ene
above the ground state and are not thermally populated u
our experimental conditions. Because the ground state is
separated from other electronic states, it might be thou
that it would be free of perturbations from nearby states. I
possible, however, that theV51 component of the ground
3S2 term may be sufficiently close to theV501 ground
component for spin-uncoupling interactions to distort t
measured rotational constant from a value that is dire
related to the moment of inertia, thereby introducing err
into the calculated ground state bond length. Similar cave
concerning heterogeneous perturbations by relatively rem
states apply to all the excited states observed in this inve
gation, where the importance of such rotationally depend
perturbations is manifested by the lambda doubling obser
in theV851 upper states. In the groundV501 state, how-
ever, heterogeneous perturbations are more insidious bec
they can distort the rotational constant from a value tha
related to the moment of inertia without revealing their pre
ence. No lambda doubling is possible in theV501 ground
state to warn the investigator that something is amiss.

A 3S2 term is composed of twoV levels, 01 and 1. If
these two components are not well separated in energy
might be expected by the absence of first order spin–o
interactions, they will be thoroughly mixed by theS-
uncoupling operator such that it becomes invalid to consi
the ground state as belonging to Hund’s case~a!. It would be
more properly described in a Hund’s case~b! basis. It was
possible to fit rotational line positions for MoC assumin
Hund’s case~a! applied to the ground state; therefore, t
two components must be separated by a second order s
orbit effect. The most likely source of such an effect is i
teraction with the1S1 state that derives from the same 2d2

configuration as the ground3S2 state. The off-diagona
spin–orbit matrix element coupling the1S1(01) and
3S2(01) states can be readily estimated using the tabula
spin–orbit parameters for atomic Mo (zMo,4d5677 cm21),26

assuming that the 2d molecular orbitals are purely Mo 4d in
character. Further, if the separation between the1S1(01)
and3S2(01) states is taken from theab initio work of Shim
et al. as 11 639 cm21,16 the separation of the two3S2 com-
ponents can be predicted to be 155.4 cm21 from a diagonal-
ization of the 232 matrix problem. Employing the rotationa
Hamiltonian derived for a3S2 state by Hougen,43 it may be
estimated that the measured value ofB9 has been reduced b
0.008 12 cm21 by the spin-uncoupling interaction. Makin
this correction toB9 we find that our estimate of the groun
state bond length,r 0 , is changed from 1.6877 Å to 1.6755 Å
This is not a negligible correction.

The uncertainty in the exact position of the1S1 state
and the lack of any direct observation of theV501, V
51 splitting in the3S2 state precludes any precise corre
tion to the measured rotational constants in Table I. T
calculation above does illustrate, however, that the inter
tion may affect the value ofB9 such that it is no longer
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directly related to the moment of inertia of MoC. In th
absence of additional data, the value ofr 051.6755 Å ob-
tained above represents our best estimate of the true b
length of the MoC molecule. Nevertheless, this value w
require revision when the separation between theV501 and
1 components of theX 3S2 ground state is accurately me
sured.

D. The MoC excited state manifold from 17 700 cm 21

to 24 000 cm 21

If the selection rules appropriate to Hund’s case~a! are
to be followed (DS50, DS50, DL561,0, and DV
561,0), only3P1 and3S0

2 states can be accessed from t
ground3S0

2 term. Because of the spin–orbit contaminati
of the ground 2d2, 3S0

2 term by the 2d2, 1S0
1 term, how-

ever, transitions to1P1 and1S0
1 states are also possible an

need to be given consideration. Therefore, any upper st
which are observed in transitions from the ground3S0

2 term
must be observed because they possess3P1 , 3S0

2 , 1P1 , or
1S0

1 character in their electronic wave functions. Because
of the upper states observed in the range from 17 700
24 000 cm21 have V51, we may conclude that they ar
made allowed by spin–orbit mixing with either a3P1 or a
1P1 state.Ab initio calculations16 have placed a3P1 state at
about 15 500 cm21, near the region probed in this study. Th
state is calculated to derive from the excitation of a 5p elec-
tron to the 12s orbital, leading to an electronic configuratio
of 10s211s25p32d212s1, 3P. There are, of course, to
many vibronic transitions observed to be accounted for
just one electronic state. The states with which the3P1 state
can mix via the spin–orbit interaction include1,5P1 , 3,5D1 ,
3,5S1 , and other3P1 states. There are, then, a wide range
states that can gain intensity in transitions from the grou
state by interaction with this~or other! 3P1 states. Unfortu-
nately, the one availableab initio calculation is of little help
in deducing the likely energies of these possible states
any case, it seems that significant spin–orbit mixing amon
number of states is probably responsible for the general c
plexity of the MoC vibronic spectrum.

The question still remains as to why there are no direc
observedV50 states. As deduced above, anyV50 upper
states can only be observed to the extent that3S0

2 or 1S0
1

character is mixed into their electronic wave functions. T
fact that there are no observedV50 states in the investi
gated energy range implies that there must be no3S2 or
1S1 states in this region which are optically connected to
2d2, 3S0

2 or 2d2, 1S0
1 terms. Based upon theab initio cal-

culations by Shim,16 the lowest energy excited configuratio
that generates a3S2 state results from the excitation of
bonding 11s electron to the nonbonding 12s orbital. Shim
calculates that the 5S2 state deriving from this
10s211s15p42d212s1 configuration lies at 6178 cm21. The
3S2 term coming from this same configuration will li
higher in energy but probably still considerably below t
range of energies investigated here. To higher energies
expects to find3S2 terms deriving from the excitation of
5p electron to a 6p orbital, as well as from the excitation o
an 11s electron to the 13s orbital. These represent bondin
nd
l

es

ll
to

y

f
d

In
a
-

y

e

e

ne

to antibonding excitations, however, and presumably oc
at energies somewhat above the range of energies prob
our experiments. Based on these ideas, it may be possib
directly observeV50 states if the regions to the red or blu
of the current study are investigated. This is beyond
scope of the present investigation, however.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study there was considerable difficulty interpre
ing the excited electronic manifold of MoC, but the groun
state was successfully characterized as theV501 compo-
nent of a 3S2 term resulting from the 10s211s25p42d2

configuration. It appears to be well isolated from any oth
electronic state such that it adheres strongly to Hund’s c
~a!, although a minor admixture of the
10s211s25p42d2 1S1 term is undoubtedly present and r
sponsible for the splitting intoV501 and V51 compo-
nents. Unfortunately, theV51 component of this state wa
not observed, making it impossible to rigorously correct t
measured ground state rotational constant,B0 , to obtain a
true ground state bond length,r 0 . Employing theoretical es-
timates of the location of the1S1 term, our best estimate o
the true value ofr 0 is 1.6755 Å. There is good agreeme
between the theoretically predictedr e of 1.688 Å ~Ref. 16!
and this estimate.

The spectrum of MoC between 17 700 and 24 000 cm21

has proven to be difficult to interpret with any degree
satisfaction. The identification of the three band syste
with origins near 18 611, 22 520, and 20 700 cm21, was far
from clear. They represent, more than anything, the bes
tempt to make sense of a confusing array of bands sp
almost higgledy-piggledy throughout the investigated regi
More bands have been left unclassified than would be lik
This is undoubtedly the result of significant spin–orbit mi
ing between the various excited electronic states in this
gion. Nevertheless, the observation that all the obser
bands possessV851 demonstrates that the source of osc
lator strength in the energy range probed here is a3P1 or
1P1 term. A consideration of the expected electronic stru
ture of the molecule suggests that upper states withV501

should be observable both to the red and blue of the pro
region, where transitions corresponding to 12s←11s and
6p←5p electronic promotions, respectively, are expecte
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